
CHAPTER FIVE
High Hopes, Lurking Fears
 
THE CHILDREN OF THE gender revolution face the same fateful choices as
previous generations, but they must grapple with new circumstances their
parents could scarcely perceive. Since marriage has become just one among
many options, they must decide not only what kind of lasting intimate bond to
create but whether they want one at all. Since work and family life both
demand more time, they must decide how to balance earning a living with
caring for others. And since gender boundaries are no longer clear, they must
decide how to apportion work and family tasks. No matter what the lessons of
childhood may have been, contemporary young women and men have entered
uncharted territory.

Amid these uncertainties, two opposing perspectives have emerged about
how young people will negotiate the future. One view sees family decline and
worries that the prevalence of single parents and working mothers creates self-
absorbed individualists wary of commitment and disinclined to sacrifice for
others. Neoconservatives concerned about family decline share this
perspective with more liberal “communitarians,” who are also concerned that
modern America suffers from rising individualism and a decline of community
that is draining civic participation and social cohesion.1 Another view, in
contrast, sees a stalled movement toward women’s rights and a return to
traditional families anchored by a new generation of stay-at-home mothers.
From this perspective, the young women who were reared in harried, time-
deprived homes are giving up on trying to “do it all” and choosing to “opt out.”

A small kernel of truth exists in both of these apparently contradictory
visions of the future. Young adults are increasingly likely to postpone marriage,
live alone, cohabit, and enter temporary partnerships. Indeed, they are more
likely than earlier generations to see living independently and supporting
oneself, rather than getting married and having children, as the most salient
markers of adulthood.2 Their growing inclination to postpone marriage to focus
first on establishing independent lives, combined with their stress on the
quality of a relationship, suggests that permanent marriage is not likely to
return as the only acceptable—or even the most prevalent—option.



Yet the recent, albeit slight, decline among employed married mothers
also points to a halt—and potential reversal—in women’s long emerging
movement into the workplace. Inflexible jobs, a dearth of child care, and
resistant partners continue to place roadblocks on the path to blending
motherhood with a time-demanding career.3

While each of these views seems to signal bad news, my interviewees
suggest that concerns about declining values and low aspirations are
exaggerated on both sides. Images of young adults as either self-absorbed
individualists or backward-looking traditionalists are too one-dimensional to
capture the hopes and plans of a generation facing such multifaceted and
contradictory options and cultural messages. Most strongly hope to create a
lasting relationship and to balance home and work. Whether reared in a single-
parent, dual-earner, or more traditional home, the vast majority want a
permanent bond, but they do not wish for that bond to be defined by rigid
gender distinctions. Instead, they seek a third path that combines aspects of the
past, such as respect for lifelong commitment to an intimate partner, with
arrangements that better fit modern contingencies, such as flexibility and
gender equality. They want to create enduring and egalitarian partnerships that
allow them to strike a personal balance between earning and caregiving.

Aspirations, however, provide only half the story. The roadblocks young
women and men will likely face lead them to soberly assess their options.
Amid time-demanding workplaces, pressures to parent intensively, and rising
standards for a fulfilling relationship, they harbor considerable doubts about
the chances of achieving their ideals. Aware of these obstacles, they know they
must prepare to cope with less-than-ideal realities and to pursue “second-best”
options that will help them survive in an imperfect world. In fashioning these
fallback strategies, women and men alike must weigh their highest hopes
against their greatest fears.4

The gender revolution has nourished a multifaceted set of ideals and
fears. It is often easier to hold values than to live up to them, and young adults
face a gap between what they want and what they think they can actually get.
This conflict produces enacted compromises between ideals and real-world
options. The higher rates of divorce and out-of-wedlock pregnancy in the “red
states,” where so-called values voters predominate, provides a vivid example
of this process. It is thus necessary to distinguish between aspirations and
practices, taking both seriously but never assuming they are the same.5

Although young women and men share the ideals of lasting commitment,



gender flexibility, and work-family balance, they harbor some different fears
about what might happen if these aspirations remain beyond their grasp.
Women stress the dangers of depending on someone else for their identity or
financial well-being; men focus on the costs of failing at work. These
contrasting concerns point toward a gender divide lurking beneath the surface
of shared ideals. They pit “self-reliant” women, who see personal autonomy as
essential for their survival, against “neotraditional” men, who see work
success as a key to self-respect.

Different Experiences, Similar Ideals

 
Young women and men face three intertwined questions about their futures. Do
they wish to create a permanent bond with one intimate partner or retain the
option to switch partners or remain on their own? What kind of balance would
they like to strike between paid work and family life? And how would they
like to share the challenges of earning a living and rearing children with a
partner or others? Taken together, the answers coalesce into three distinct
outlooks. A self-reliant outlook stresses the importance of personal
independence, even if that means forgoing a lifelong partner. A traditional
outlook stresses permanent marriage and clearly defined gender boundaries.
And an egalitarian outlook stresses lasting commitment and combines it with a
preference for balancing and sharing work and family tasks.

Each of these outlooks represents an ideal type, but they do not reflect
equally desirable options.6 While public debate has focused on the growth of
self-reliant and traditional outlooks, most of my informants do not aspire to
either of these options. Indeed, as Figure 5.1 shows, only 5 percent of women
or men see self-reliance as an ideal option. Almost everyone wishes to create
an enduring intimate partnership, though there is less agreement about what
form this bond should take. Fewer than 30 percent of the men want a
relationship with strict gender boundaries, and only about 15 percent of
women do. Overall, the traditional and self-reliant groups together remain a
minority. Four out of five women and almost seven out of ten men prefer a
committed but egalitarian relationship with flexible gender boundaries that
allow both partners to balance family and work rather than specialize in one or
the other.
 



 

FIGURE 5.1 Work and family ideals, by gender and parents’ family destination.
 

In addition to these small gender differences, family background has only
a weak link to current ideals. Despite worries about neglected children and
time-stressed homes, three-quarters of those who grew up with two working
parents hope to share work and parenting with their partners. Concerns that
children from divorced and single-parent families will eschew marriage seem
overblown, since close to nine out of ten of them hope to get married, stay
married, and share work and caretaking. Perhaps most surprising, almost seven
out of ten people reared in traditional homes want egalitarian partnerships for
themselves. Finally, children from all class and ethnic backgrounds also
generally share egalitarian ideals, as Figure 5.2 shows. Middle-class children
are only slightly more likely to favor equality at home and work, and African-
Americans only slightly more likely than others.

Of course, “equality” is a vague and elusive concept, whose centrality as



an ideal often clashes with the difficulty of achieving or even measuring it in
practice. For my interviewees, “egalitarian” does not mean a rigidly organized
division of everything all the time. It refers instead to a long-term commitment
to equitable, flexible, and mutual support in domestic tasks and workplace
ties.7 Defined this way, the majority of children from all kinds of families hope
to find a lifelong partner, to balance work and family, and to share
breadwinning and caretaking. Their diverse experiences with parents, friends,
and other adults and peers led most to this shared conclusion.

 

FIGURE 5.2 Work and family ideals, by class and ethnic background.
 

SEEKING A LIFELONG COMMITMENT

 
The overwhelming majority of young adults hope to forge a lifelong
commitment with a single partner. In fact, a recent survey found that “even
though a decreasing percentage of the adult population is married, most



unmarried adults say they want to marry.”8 For most, this means getting and
staying married, but everyone who identified as gay or lesbian also hoped to
create a “marriage-like” relationship.9 Children with happily married parents
hope for this outcome, but so do children with parents who were dissatisfied
together, divorced, or never married. Serena’s parents’ egalitarian partnership
provided a template for friendships as well as intimate bonds:

My peers saw shouting matches, [but] I never experienced any of that. It
taught me to not throw in the towel with a friend or a guy. It taught me that
if it’s worth your being there, it’s worth your going through disagreements.
It’s actually a role model for how I treat my relationships.

 
Even those who lived with unhappily married parents seek a long-term

commitment. Troubled marriages provide clues about what missteps to avoid
in a relationship, but they do not necessarily lead children to reject marriage
altogether. Reflecting on his parents’ emotional estrangement, Jermaine hoped
to create a closer bond:

I hope [my marriage] would be different—different in the sense that I’m
an affectionate guy. My father was never that type of person.

 
Divorces also provide lessons about what to avoid. Like a photograph’s

negative, Jasmine vowed to create the unbreakable bond that had eluded her
parents. She preferred to affirm the values her parents stressed rather than the
choices they made:

I really want “till death do you part” . . . Just take what they did and flip it
around, the opposite. The only thing I wouldn’t change [is] what they
instilled in me. What they did really didn’t influence me as much as what
they told me to do.

 
The experience of divorce can actually strengthen the desire to marry and

stay married. Contrary to the view that the children of divorce want to avoid
commitment, most of my interviewees responded to watching their parents
break up by developing an appreciation for making marriage work. Alex’s
father’s departure helped him realize how much he valued binding
commitment:



I don’t think that it was good that he left, but in some ways it could have
been good for me. It definitely makes things harder, but I also feel strongly
that it taught me that family is important, and I think that is because I’ve
seen it from the other side.

 
In a similar way, William viewed his father’s affair with a younger

woman as a valuable lesson about how to prevent a “schizophrenic life”:

I’m not going to do a freak-out like my dad. Now he’s living out his
adolescence with this younger woman.

 
Parents’ troubled marriages also prompted children to search for more

uplifting models. Some compared a failed first marriage to a more successful
second one. The remarriage of Tamika’s father provided an antidote to the
prior conflict and tension:

The ideal family would be my father and my stepmother. They don’t let
little arguments come between them. They took care of their kids. It is the
opposite of my mother. I want my kids raised by both parents all the time.

 
More often, however, the children of unhappily married parents found

inspiration from others in their social network who made long-lasting,
satisfying relationships seem possible. Determined to avoid her own parents’
fate, watching her boyfriend’s parents changed Hannah’s outlook:

My first boyfriend’s parents were so reasonable, so calm, and so human
to each other. It was such a contrast to the way my parents existed that I
made them into some sort of ideal couple, and I recognized that as the
way I want to interact with someone I was married to.

 
Catherine also looked to other families and ultimately discovered that her

own relationships did not have to follow the course of her parents’ contentious
marriage and subsequent divorce:

As far as commitment goes, I’ve learned that it’s very satisfying to work
together with somebody, and even when you’re struggling, the outcome
can be great if you’re both working on this. It’s such a good sense of
accomplishment that you’re giving a part of yourself to somebody who



appreciates it, especially when you get that back in return.
 

In short, young people with all kinds of family experiences hope to marry
and stay married—or, especially in the case of gays and lesbians, create a
lasting partnership. Some parents provided models to emulate, but even when
they did not, children did not turn away from the ideal of commitment. Instead,
they used these shortfalls as examples of mistakes to avoid and looked to
others for inspiration.10 Very few concluded it would be more appealing to go
it alone, depend exclusively on a network of close friends, or move endlessly
through a series of temporary partnerships.

Not content with just a commitment, those who hope to marry also set high
standards for the ideal relationship. In addition to looking for the best context
to bear and rear children, they seek commitments that offer intimacy, support,
and lasting romantic attachment. While Dwayne’s parents did not achieve these
ideals, he still sought them for himself:

It’s a bond that can’t be broken. Once you make it, that’s it. So I want to
be able to say in twenty-five years, “I love you more than the day I met
you. Would you spend the next twenty-five years with me?” That’s
something my parents didn’t do.

 
Jonathan believed his parents came close to the ideal he sought, which

left him even more determined to settle for nothing less:

I see my parents together, and I couldn’t imagine getting married just
’cause you think, “If you get divorced, that’s okay.” I’m very much like,
“The right one’s out there.” I’m fortunate for the way I was brought up,
and I’d like to be able to have that.

 
While almost everybody values permanent commitment, it is not the only

value that matters. In a world where remaining single or getting a divorce are
abiding, if less appealing, options, the quality of a relationship matters as much
as being in one. The desire for lasting love, rooted in mutual respect, support,
and romance, has not diminished the desire to marry, but there is little reason
to hurry.11 Making a bad choice can be worse than not making any at all,
especially with such high standards and fateful consequences. Bruce pointed
out, “There are many people who I’ve seen crushed by either a bad marriage



or not [being] married, so I have to make sure it’s right.”

SEEKING A PERSONAL BALANCE

 
Most women and men also hope to strike a relatively equal balance between
paid work and the rest of life. Younger workers are more likely than members
of the boomer generation to be family-centric or dual-centric (that is, to place
their priorities on both career and family) rather than work-centric.12 A few
wish to follow in their parents’ footsteps, but most want something better.
Those raised in traditional homes generally seek to avoid the extremes of their
parents. Suzanne believed her mother’s domesticity had been unnecessary and
counterproductive, prompting her to look for something more:

It just seems kind of unnatural to just stay home with kids. Work and child
rearing would be of equal importance.

 
Rachel agreed:

Life is too short, and it shouldn’t have to revolve around a household. I
know I wouldn’t want to do that. I’d feel trapped just being in a house all
the time.

 
Ken wished to avoid the opposite problem. By spending less time at

work, he hoped to find the balance that had eluded his father and left him
feeling shortchanged:

It represents me hoping to be less workaholic than my father. I want to be
more active in the early years. I want to have a huge role—the
overprotective father, and more caring towards my wife, too.

 
Joel concurred:

I guess you realize more what you don’t get. So the lack of attention [from
my dad] played more of an influence in how I’d raise my child, ideally.

 
Living in a single-parent home also triggered a desire for balance,

especially among men whose fathers were largely absent. Richard wished for



far more than weekend parenting:

Because my father was a weekend dad, I have to set a better example. I
would like to be more like my mother and be very involved with the kids.
Extremely, I want to be there. My father would be like, “That’s terrible,”
but I think it’s a much healthier way to live than to do the same thing every
day for the rest of your life.

 
Hank remained angry and baffled by his father’s desertion, but he hoped

to emulate his grandfather’s involvement:

[An] ideal father [is] somebody who’s willing to spend time with kids, to
counsel, to teach as well as to provide. Because my dad left, because I
experienced it, and I know what I don’t want to do, and just from
watching my grandfather, who did those things.

 
Dual-earner homes come closer to the ideal, but even these households

left most children hoping for a better balance. While they want to “do it all,”
they do not want the hectic daily schedules that often left both parents having to
do too much. Men are apt to focus on how work pressures crowded out family
time. Watching his working-class parents struggle in a series of blue-collar and
pink-collar jobs, Dwayne concluded that spending less time at work was the
key:

My parents wanted to spend more time [with us,] but their time was
compromised with the nine to five grind. I want to take my kids to a park,
to be able to call and [say] I’m taking my family on a vacation.

 
With parents who were busy therapists, Mark felt the same way:

My parents worked so much. I don’t want to have that type of life. I want
to be less stressed. I want to have more relaxed work so that I can be
more relaxed at home. [My dad] would work nine to five at the hospital
and do private practice in the evenings, so he was never home.

 
Women, in contrast, focus more on doing better at work. Kristen knew she

could manage both, but hoped to escape the toll that home duties took on her
mother’s chances of moving out of the secretarial ranks:



My mom could handle family and work, and she did both well. She did a
great job of raising me. But work, she could have done better. I want to do
better in my work.

 
Isabella’s mother became her model as she moved up the ladder to

become an executive at a bank:

Like my mom, having children and having a successful career—a happy
career—are both things that I want. So if I have one and not the other, I’m
going to feel like I’m missing out on something.

 
While women and men alike want to avoid spending too much time at

work or at home, the lens of gender slants their views in different directions.
Women hope family obligations will not undermine their work prospects,
while men hope work obligations will not unduly interfere with family time.
Most, however, share the wish for a more equitable balance than their parents
were able to achieve.

SEEKING AN EGALITARIAN PARTNERSHIP

 
A lasting commitment and a personal balance between work and family both
require finding a partner with similar goals, and most seek such a relationship.
Although women in particular desire equality, most men agree. In fact, a recent
survey found “sharing household chores” now ranks third in importance on a
list of items generally associated with successful marriages (with 62 percent
saying sharing housework is very important to marital success, compared to 47
percent fifteen years ago), well ahead of adequate income (53 percent) and
even having children (41 percent). Equally important, there are no significant
differences in the views of men and women, whether single or married.13

Young adults are especially likely to endorse this view. Another survey thus
found that two-thirds of people under thirty-two strongly support gender
equality at work and in the home, and 90 percent feel closer to that position
than to the view that women’s place is in the home.14

Those from traditional homes hope to overcome the boundaries of gender
emphasized by their parents. Women want a partner who will do far more
parenting and housekeeping than their fathers, while men find a work-
committed partner more appealing than their mothers’ domesticity. Melissa



contrasted her preferences with those of her parents:

[My ideal] is kind of opposite. I never wanted to be my mom. Wouldn’t it
be great if it were as fifty-fifty as it could be? You each get to see how
difficult everything is. Nobody would go unappreciated.

 
Jonathan reached the same conclusion about his father:

I definitely don’t want what my father did. He wanted the traditional
thing. I actually find it more exciting to meet a woman who has a career, a
direction. Maybe deep down inside it’s because my mom didn’t, so I’m
looking for someone who does.

 
Those reared by single parents drew more complex lessons. Watching one

parent—usually a mother—struggle to care for her children and make ends
meet made equal sharing seem a far better alternative. But these children also
take solace from their parents’ displays of strength in the face of adversity.
Alex explained:

From living with my mother, I was exposed to people who are strong.
That attracted me. So I would like to have an equal relationship.

 
In a case of “actions speak louder than words,” Keisha found her

custodial grandmother’s autonomy contradicted the words she spoke:

My grandmother’s like, “He’s the man; he should give you money; he
should support you.” It’s weird, but she does say that. But I want fiftyfifty,
’cause I think we’re equal, we should help each other.

 
Dual-earner homes appeared, in Rosanna Hertz’s words, “more equal

than others,” and some provided models of equitable, flexible, and fair
sharing.15 Mariela took inspiration from her father’s relationship with her
stepmother:

[My ideal’s] the same thing. If I’m cooking, he can wash the dishes, and
when the kids are there, he can do the homework, and I’ll get them ready
for bed. We would share fifty-fifty.

 



Mark shared this judgment:

My dad and my stepmother function well as a couple. He cooks; she
cooks. If a woman feels comfortable being a housewife, I don’t see the
problem, but in terms of having a wife like that, that seems like a lot of
pressure on me. I’d rather have a more equal partner.

 
Even in the best circumstances, however, people are careful to distinguish

between what they wish to emulate and avoid in their parents’ marriages.
Women, especially, want to evade a disproportionate share of the housework.
Michelle, for example, did not doubt she would follow her mother’s path
toward a career, but she hoped for a much more supportive partner than her
father had been:

I’d like to be like my mother, definitely not staying at home, but I want
both parents to be equally involved in the kids’ lives and maintaining the
house. So I put a lot of responsibility on the father. The main quality I
look for in a guy is being very willing to compromise and not be rigid,
because that’s what happened with my dad. You can’t communicate with
someone who is just unwilling to see your point of view.

 
Men and women view equality in different ways. Women are eager to find

a partner to share caretaking, while men look forward to sharing the financial
load. Yet the desire to transcend gender boundaries provides a common
element to these aspirations. As William said of his mother and father:

I was very proud of my mom for being so successful in banking, a pretty
patriarchal industry. And my dad always did the cooking. Certainly, it
gave me a strong sense of traditional masculine-feminine roles being
bunk.

 

THE MINORITY VIEW

 
Though most wish to create a flexible, egalitarian relationship, a noteworthy
minority hold outlooks harkening back to an earlier era. Close to a third of men
and about 15 percent of women prefer to maintain clear gender boundaries



between earning and caring, although here, too, their views do not directly
reflect family background. Some are eager to follow in their parents’ footsteps,
while others hope to avoid the difficulties of living in less traditional homes.
Traditionally inclined men want to retain the option to fully commit to work.
With a father who did well as a self-employed home inspector, Sam saw his
parents’ strict division of labor as the only ideal:

Ideally, like my parents, have my wife take care of the kids and me going
out working, bringing home the money. Wrong is someone who wouldn’t
care for the kids as much, wouldn’t be there, who would expect me to
come home from work to a filthy house and me do all the housework,
something like that.

 
David, whose dad was a lawyer, agreed:

I am working my ass off. My father was very ambitious and cared a lot
about being hugely successful, and I have the same thing.

 
Though fewer women hold traditional ideals, those who do also stress the

benefits of a breadwinning man. After watching her mother struggle to support
her family, Keisha wanted a partner who would bring home the bacon so that
she could cook it:

Actually, with children, I think a man should do more than half the
breadwinning. Because that’s not the way I was raised, maybe that’s why
I think it’s about due time somebody does it.

 
While homemaking mothers and breadwinning fathers may seem ideal to

this group, they do not entirely reject the changes taking place around them.
Women can hold paid jobs, they argue, and men should be involved family
members, but only if these activities do not interfere with their primary
obligations. For Hank, it is fine for women to work, but not for a mother to
have a career:

I want someone who’s willing to work, but not somebody who’s more
concerned about their career than their own kids’ well-being, not
somebody saying, “I could be so much more successful,” when they
sacrifice my children. Once there’s kids, you’re gonna be a mother—not a



housewife, a mother.
 

Tiffany wants a partner who will help with child care, but also provide
the bulk of the income:

I would like to be the primary caretaker, but I expect a lot from someone
else. I want someone who supports us but also is thrilled to be with them
and where that’s a priority.

 
Mindful of the decline in 1950s-style families, even those with traditional

ideals want to soften the edges of gender divisions. As Annie explained,
complete domesticity brings too many dangers:

The ideal? Stay home. I’d like to raise my kids, and I’d like my husband
to make enough money to be comfortable. But for your own mental sanity,
I don’t think it’s healthy if you have a husband who’s making all the
money. So it involves a partner who’s willing to carry his own weight and
balance career with home.

 

If Wishes Were Horses, Beggars Would Ride

 
While a small minority of women and a larger minority of men would like to
recapture the mid-twentieth-century world of Ozzie and Harriet, most hope to
forge a different path through adulthood. Neither unbridled individualists nor
nostalgic traditionalists, they seek a lifelong partner who will join them in
integrating satisfying work with ample family time. This is not a selfish wish to
have it all, but rather a shared desire for the best of both worlds.

If young people could count on achieving their ideals, the future would be
easy to predict. But the terrain of twenty-first-century adulthood is far too
uncertain for that. In the words of Frank Furstenberg and his colleagues,
“growing up is harder to do.”16 Watching their parents’ generation cope with
marital uncertainty and work-family conflict has left them with doubts about
finding the right partner and achieving economic security. Amid their own
rising standards for personal fulfillment, they perceive a widening gap
between their aspirations for equality and work-family balance and their



ability to achieve them.17 Their highest ideals are tempered with a heavy—and
realistic—dose of skepticism.18

UNCERTAINTY IN RELATIONSHIPS

 
The tension between increasingly fragile relationships and rising standards for
a partner leaves young people wondering whether they can find the right
person or create a lasting bond if they do. Although divorce rates have
stabilized and even declined slightly, they remain in the range of 40 to 50
percent of marriages.19 The rise of cohabitation has also changed the
demographic landscape, since many cohabiting couples break up without ever
marrying, and about 70 percent of those who marry live together first.

The scope of these demographic shifts permeates young people’s world-
views. In a national survey of American youth between the ages of eighteen
and twenty-four, Anna Greenberg found that although most believe in the ideal
of marriage, they are far more skeptical about the institution of marriage.
Fifty-seven percent believe “the institution of marriage is dying in this
country,” while only 25 percent disagree, and those reared in traditional and
nontraditional homes reached the same conclusion. Less than half (45 percent)
disagree with the statement, “You see so few happy marriages today that you
begin to question it as a way of life.”20 The children of intact as well as
divorced families have concluded that love does not necessarily conquer all.
Even though his own parents stayed together, Paul knew the best of intentions
would not—and could not—guarantee permanence:

I hope I don’t have to go through a divorce, but this is very unrealistic to
say. Divorce shouldn’t happen; you should marry somebody and make
sure it’s right the first time and make it work. It’s easy to say that, but who
knows what’s gonna happen down the road.

 
Concern about the impermanence of relationships also fuels a focus on

finding the right partner rather than just finding one. Now that commitment is
both optional and unpredictable, the quality of a relationship takes center stage.
In fact, a full 70 percent of eighteen- to twenty-nine-year-olds believe the main
purpose of marriage is “mutual happiness and fulfillment.”21 In this sense, as
Stephanie Coontz observes, love has “conquered” marriage.22 Jeff feared



being alone, but not as much as he feared being in a relationship that left him
feeling alone:

I need love. I need intimacy. But I couldn’t really set a goal saying, “I
need to be married by this time,” because you do that to yourself and all
of a sudden you’re marrying somebody you’re not going to be happy with.

 
Even those raised by happily married parents are unsure about finding a

suitable partner. Reflecting on her dual-earning parents’ egalitarian give-and-
take, Kayla worried that they set the bar too high for her to reach:

I just love to introduce my parents to people because I feel that people
have a greater sense of respect for who I am through my parents, because
I always hear positive things. If I didn’t have that, if I had someone who
didn’t meet my standard, it would be hard.

 
While women and men agree it is difficult to find the right partner or

sustain a worthwhile relationship, men worry that women will expect too much
of them and women wonder if marriage will threaten their quest for personal
autonomy. Hank felt that the rising tide of “modern women” who want to retain
“control” would reduce the pool of acceptable partners:

A lot of women just hate men and have no respect for them. I don’t know
if it’s because their fathers abused their mothers or they just thought their
mothers were worth more, but there are so many women that just want to
be in control, and they’re probably better off by themselves.

 
Although Serena expressed no lack of respect for men, she did not want to

build a relationship at the cost of giving up a separate self:

It’s not just equality; it’s about being your own person. And it’s hard to
see how you can keep your independence and have a relationship. It’s
difficult.

 
Despite the popular images of domestically oriented women and

independent-minded men, these reflections suggest young women are actually
more fearful of traditional marriage.23 Concern about the pitfalls of
relationships mingles with anxiety about the fragility of intimate bonds, leaving



everyone to wonder if it is possible to build a lasting relationship that is also
fulfilling. As Serena put it:

I want an equal partner, but I’m also confused because I find a lot of my
male peers think the woman’s inferior in the relationship. Or I find a lot of
guys are intimidated by someone being educated and being able to pull
their own weight. And it makes me wonder if I will find someone
compatible that I also am attracted to.

 
In this bewildering context, finding the right match and sustaining this

bond seems like finding the proverbial needle in a haystack. The
understandable response is to postpone marriage, leaving almost three-quarters
of twenty-something men and almost two-thirds of twenty-something women
still single.24

WORKPLACE PRESSURES

 
The workplace is a “greedy institution,” which has only grown greedier since
Louis and Rose Coser coined this term over three decades ago.25 While
occupational success has long been tied to full-time, uninterrupted
commitment, the definition of “full-time” has grown to include workweeks
extending well beyond the once standard forty hours to fifty, sixty, seventy, and
even eighty hours.26 Whether or not they watched their own parents struggle to
find family time, most worry that rising work demands put any semblance of
balance beyond their reach.27 While Nina grew up with a stay-at-home single
mother, she feared that the relentless time pressures at work would make it
impossible for her to stay sane while moving up:

People [who] strive to be VPs, I see what they go through. Literally, it
feels like twenty-four hours is not enough in a day. You’re in at 7:30 in the
morning, and it’s back-to-back meetings all day. You don’t have time to
run to the ladies’ room. Sometimes you don’t even eat lunch. And you
work at home on the weekend.

 
Even though Mariela’s father and stepmother did a good job of juggling

two jobs, she still worried about the demands on today’s workers:



These people where I work, sometimes they don’t leave until eleven
o’clock at night. And they have families of their own. That’s what I don’t
want.

 
New uncertainties abound for young workers of all stripes in the changing

American workplace. Lower-paying, nonunion service jobs have replaced the
blue-collar jobs that once promised job security and a living wage for the less
educated. Even middle-class professionals with advanced degrees and
generous paychecks face more fluid and unpredictable job ladders. As a result,
men are anxious about the demise of the secure, well-paying jobs their fathers
counted on.28 Manny wondered how—or if—he could re-create his father’s
success as a construction worker and the family breadwinner:

I always looked at my father taking care of his wife and children and felt
it was my responsibility completely. My wife is the mother of my child
and my responsibility. My job is to make money. But you have to worry
about it. My thought right now is playing Lotto.

 
Though Adam’s father brought home more money as a physician, he had

the same concern:

My biggest fear is that I won’t be as successful as my father. That’s
always in the back of my head, which may sound selfish but it makes it
tough.

 
Some believe declining economic security is contributing to rising job

pressures. Concerned about downsizing and retrenchment, Noah felt the need
to concentrate on finding and keeping a good job rather than being an involved,
attentive parent:

In terms of my values and goals, I would want to experience my
children’s childhood. But pursuing a career and raising a family at the
same time are tough because a lot of places today, especially in business,
want you to work weekends and around the clock, even though I really
don’t want to do that.

 
Women and men both see rising time pressures and economic insecurities

as significant obstacles to balancing family involvement with a sustained



career. More than ever, workplaces are greedy organizations with scant room
for other loyalties. Andrew concluded he had little chance of achieving his
“ideal balance”:

It would be best to make them both first priorities, although I’m not sure if
that would be possible. It would be nice if they were all perfectly
compatible, but I think if you have a career, then you generally have to
maintain it.

 
Greg echoed these sentiments:

I’d say the chances are very fifty-fifty, very “possibly yes” and “possibly
no.” Work situations are not very accepting of people who want to put
kids in an equal priority with their job. Maybe I’m just not in a work
environment that can accommodate kids.

 

PARENTING PRESSURES

 
The high demands of modern parenting also leave young people skeptical
about achieving balance in their lives or equality in their relationships. In
addition to expanding workweeks, young Americans also face rising standards
of parenthood. Although some argue this trend is largely confined to the middle
class, the working-class women and men I interviewed are just as likely to
believe that children are better off having a parent at home, especially if they
lack the resources to purchase high-quality child care.29 Although the
overwhelming majority support mothers’ employment, most also remain
convinced that children fare better when at least one parent is devoted to their
care. Todd declared, “I don’t want a nanny raising my child; I want my wife
and myself to raise my child.”

Though men and women agree on the problem, they have reached different
conclusions about the solutions. Egalitarian language notwithstanding, men
more often argue that women should bear the first responsibility for caretaking.
Matthew argued that the ideal of equality conflicted with his own and his
children’s best interests:

Financials aside, it’s probably better for the children if the mother doesn’t



work. That’s ignoring her interests and desires, too—just purely for the
children.

 
And Adam worried that neither he nor his partner could have their cake

and eat it too:

I would like to share, and far be it for me to tell her not to work. But if we
have a child, I don’t know how I’d feel. I couldn’t expect her to give up
her job, especially if it was important to her, but I wouldn’t want to quit
my job, so that’s something I’d have to cross when the time comes.

 
Women more often feel caught between caring for children and bringing

home a paycheck. Mothers continue to face pressure to be at home with their
children even as they also face pressure to bring home an income. Brianna
acknowledged her own view probably had more to do with social norms than a
child’s inherent needs:

Because society’s created a place where mom is the one who’s supposed
to have the cookies when you come home from school, it’s probably
better when she stays home. But that’s because of society.

 
These pressures heighten women’s inner conflicts, but do not dictate a

conforming response.30 Often raised by working mothers, many are prepared to
resist this cultural standard. Reflecting on her mother’s example, Anita felt
torn, but also defiant:

I suppose women take a different role [than men] in the family, but that
obviously wasn’t my mother. You can have a career, but maybe you can’t.
This is the most scary thing. I want to be able to do this, but really, I don’t
know.

 
Gender differences aside, women and men agree that the conflict between

an “intensive parenting” standard, which requires the single-minded devotion
of one parent, and an “ideal worker” model, which requires undivided
commitment to a job, creates dilemmas for everyone. Karen concluded that
rising demands at work and at home make it difficult to find—or be—an
egalitarian partner:



Ideally, my husband would cook, split cleaning very evenly, definitely do
more than my dad does. But now I understand what it’s like to work all
day and come home and do stuff. Now I see how it’s hard.

 

Beyond Ideals

 
Workplace pressures, rising standards for parenting, and a limited pool of
suitable mates creates skepticism about the chances of creating the lasting,
flexible partnerships most desire. In response, women and men both
acknowledge the need to prepare for real-world options that might—and
probably will—fall significantly short of their ideals. Their strategies for
adulthood emerge not only from their high hopes for a committed, egalitarian
relationship and a balanced personal life but also from their realistic doubts
about attaining these aspirations.

Faced with social and cultural obstacles that make it difficult to achieve
equality and work-family balance, women and men seek protection against the
potentially dangerous contingencies they anticipate. What should take the place
of an enduring, egalitarian partnership if it proves elusive? Is it better to return
to a more traditional pattern or venture forth on a more independent path?
Everyone found a fallback plan not only attractive but necessary.31 Yet since
women and men perceive different dangers and envision different worst-case
scenarios, they also develop different insurance strategies. In contrast to the
popular belief that younger generations of women want to return home, Figure
5.3 shows that men, not women, are substantially more likely to prefer to fall
back on a breadwinner-homemaker arrangement.

Although some women are prepared to place marriage before all else,
almost three-fourths are not. They plan to pursue a strategy of self-reliance
instead. Hoping to avoid being stuck in an unhappy marriage or deserted by an
unfaithful spouse, these women see paid work as essential to their survival and
to the well-being of any children they might bear. Women look to self-reliance
and personal autonomy, within and outside the boundaries of marriage, to
protect against economic dependence on a partner or personal malaise in
domesticity.



 

FIGURE 5.3 Ideals and fallback positions of young women and men.
 

Men’s views reverse those of women. While a minority lean toward
personal freedom, seven out of ten men favor a modified form of traditionalism
if an egalitarian relationship proves unworkable or too costly. Worried about
time-greedy workplaces and convinced that work remains at the core of manly
success, they hope to avoid the sacrifices of equal sharing through a
neotraditional arrangement in which they can continue to place a high priority
on work while their partner provides more of the caregiving.

Beneath the surface of shared values lies a new gender divide. The
fragility of modern relationships and the persistence of work-family conflicts
prompt young women and men to craft not just different but conflicting fallback
strategies. It is important to remember, however, that limited opportunities, not
suspect motivations, drive this division. Whether women stress the need for
self-reliance in a world of uncertain partnerships and devalued care work or



men find traditional gender divisions attractive in a world where family
involvement threatens work success, these strategies represent second-best
adjustments to a social order that nurtures high hopes but offers limited
chances for making them possible. And just as drivers and homeowners feel
safer knowing they have insurance, these fallback positions provide
reassurance even if they never prove necessary. Women’s and men’s
contrasting survival strategies may portend a growing gender divide, but they
do not reflect deeper aspirations.


